WE STAND WITH THE BLACK COMMUNITY, KNOWING THAT “JUSTICE FOR ALL” IS A CHOICE

#BLACKLIVESMATTER

WE STAND TOGETHER WITH THE BLACK COMMUNITY

Feeding San Diego acknowledges the injustice of George Floyd’s death and the systemic racism that is pervasive throughout our country. As we mourn and come to a collective reckoning with our community, we are reminded of Feeding San Diego’s value of dignity. We embrace equity, diversity, and inclusion and believe in the power of kindness.

Feeding San Diego stands with Feeding America in committing ourselves to positive action, not just words, to build a community with justice for all.

More >>

HOW YOU CAN HELP

Find Food  Make a Gift  Donate Food  Start a Fundraiser  Spread the Word

For benefit campaigns and fund drives, click here.

HELEN WOODWARD ANIMAL CENTER PARTNERSHIP CONTINUES THROUGH JUNE

The Helen Woodward Animal Center has partnered with Feeding San Diego to provide pet food and groceries to those impacted by COVID-19 through their Animeals program. Since March, the program has distributed over 31,000 pounds of food at no cost to people impacted by the coronavirus crisis. This drive-through style food distribution will continue through June.

More >>

ABC10 NEWS AND SCRIPPS HOWARD FOUNDATION HELP RAISE MORE THAN 160,000 MEALS TO DATE

We would like to extend a sincere thank you to ABC10 News and Scripps Howard Foundation for hosting an on-air match this week to support Feeding San Diego and our COVID-19 response efforts. The initiative has already helped raise more than 160,000 meals to-date! Gifts can be made until Sunday, June 7.

More >>
Tickets are still available for the noontime Feed the Need Drive-in Concert with B-Side Players, SM Familia, and Los Sleepwalkers on Sunday, June 7 at Petco Park in the Lexus Premier Parking Lot. Tickets are $50 per vehicle and net proceeds of the event will benefit Feeding San Diego. The Feed the Need Drive-in Concerts are the first concerts in California since the March shelter-in-place orders. The evening performance is sold out.

MEDIA COVERAGE

CBS8 – June 5: Switchfoot holding drive-in concert to benefit Feeding San Diego

Times of San Diego – June 3: Pandemic-EBT benefits offer up to $365 in groceries for eligible SD students

10News – June 2: Feeding San Diego helping fight food insecurity for students

KUSI News – June 1: Switchfoot set for Petco Park drive-in concert

Osidenews – May 30: Community and local celebrities rally to support Feeding San Diego

CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION PARTNERS

Feeding San Diego is grateful to our corporate and foundation partners for their generous contributions of $10,000 and above to our COVID-19 Response Fund.

To learn more about how to support Feeding San Diego, please contact Ali Colbran, Director of Development, at acolbran@feedingsandiego.org.

#SanDiegoStrong